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Retracing closely the events of the life of George Frederic, king of
the Miskitu (in present-day Honduras and Nicaragua) between
1816 and 1824, this article describes how this Miskitu actor
sought to set up, by hiring British agents, the concrete realization
of a Central American commercial and political independence
project—understood here as a utopia. Although his project
ended in failure, the actions of this little-known Miskitu king
had repercussions in the Caribbean and beyond, even in the
heart of the City of London. Concentrating on a marginal actor
seldom considered by historians reveals how particular American
Indigenous peoples sought to actively position themselves in the
important commercial and political transformations affecting
the Atlantic World in the first decades of the nineteenth century.
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“Ablank page, where new laws, new codes, new systems of educa-
tion, new freedom of speech, new forms of government,

could be invented according to the principle of the greatest happiness
for the greatest number.” It was roughly in these terms that Jeremy
Bentham envisioned the economic and political potentials of Spain’s
“Ultramaria” (its American possessions) following the collapse of its
empire.1 In the wake of the Atlantic consequences of the Napoleonic
Wars—a moment in what Eric Hobsbawm famously named the “Age of
Revolution”—the early decades of the nineteenth century indeed saw
the emergence of new American political regimes (i.e., Colombia, Peru,
Chile, Mexico, Buenos Ayres, and Guatemala) that essentially favored
British trade.2 Their representatives were in turn strongly encouraged
by Londonmerchant-bankers to finance the development and consolida-
tion of newly acquired but fragile independence by floating loans on
the London Stock Exchange. Between 1822 and 1825, a time when finan-
cial and mercantile activities were heavily confounded with each
other, numerous British joint-stock companies also issued significant
amounts of shares—often before obtaining the necessary parliamentary
charters. These business activities were aimed at benefiting from the
riches soon to be made available by the imminent development of a
more direct British West Indian and transatlantic trade with the
Americas.3

Bentham himself considered the development of business and polit-
ical enterprises within newly liberated American territories as participat-
ing in the concretization of new utopias, or “dreamed territories with, as
yet, no real existence, andwhere new governments could be installed and
legislation drawn up according to the principle of the greatest happiness
of the greatest number.”4 Rather than delusional idealizations devoid of
any scientific interest, such utopias essentially established concrete
forces of political and commercial change and, therefore, constituted

1Annie L. Cot, “Jeremy Bentham’s Spanish American Utopia,” in Economic Development
and Global Crisis: The Latin American Economy in Historical Perspective, ed. José Luís
Cardoso, Maria Cristina Marcuzzo, and María Eugenia Romero (London, 2014), 44. See also
Jeremy Bentham, Codifications Proposal . . .: To All Nations Professing Liberal Opinions
(London, 1830), 107–13; and Bentham, “Rid Yourselves of Ultramaria (1822),” in Colonies,
Commerce, and Constitutional Law: Rid Yourselves of Ultramaria and Other Writings on
Spain and Spanish America, ed. Philip Schofield (Oxford, 1995), 3–22.

2 Eric John Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution, 1789–1848 (London, 1962), 110, 141–42.
3 Frank Griffith Dawson, The First Latin American Debt Crisis: The City of London and the

1822–25 Loan Bubble (New Haven, 1990); Carlos Marichal, A Century of Debt Crises in Latin
America: From Independence to the Great Depression, 1820–1930 (Princeton, 1989). On
British merchant banking, see Stanley D. Chapman, The Rise of Merchant Banking
(London, 1984).

4 Cot, “Spanish American Utopia,” 35.
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specific efforts to transcend problematic historical situations: in this
instance, Atlantic imperial transformation.5 Yet the concretization of
these changes took place in far-reaching and distinct local, regional,
and transatlantic spaces, stretching from the Americas to the very
heart of the City of London, and weaving also into the fabric of transat-
lantic trade flows in the making. In other words, the realization of such
dreamed-of commercial and political projects took place simultaneously
on different levels, and on multiple sides of an Atlantic World in
transformation.6

However, when Bentham raved about the existence of American
infant states, or ones that at that time existed only on (his) paper, he
solely envisaged them as capable of emerging from and being consoli-
dated by the effort of the Spanish revolutionaries of Ultramaria, brushing
aside in a few lines the very existence of other actors (i.e., the “Indians”)
of the political and economic processes that were then also transforming
the Atlantic.7 In a similar way, numerous studies have provided fascinat-
ing insights into the general and themore particular histories of the intri-
cate political and financial endeavors that contributed to the making of
new—and generally still existing—Spanish American republics and the
improvement of their Atlantic commercial relationships with Britain.8

However, recent works reveal how other, more discreet actors also

5On utopias, see also Michèle Riot-Sarcey, Le réel de l’utopie: Essai sur le politique au
19ème siècle (Paris, 1998); Richard White, “Utopian Capitalism,” in American Capitalism:
New Histories, ed. Sven Beckert and Christine Desan (New York, 2018), 119–39; Lyman
Tower Sargent, “Colonial and Postcolonial Utopias,” in The Cambridge Companion to
Utopian Literature, 1st ed., ed. Gregory Claeys (Cambridge, U.K., 2010), 200–22.

6On connections bringing different and often unsuspected parts of the Atlantic together,
see Lara Putnam, “To Study the Fragments/Whole: Microhistory and the Atlantic World,”
Journal of Social History 39, no. 3 (2006): 615–30; and David Armitage and Sanjay Subrah-
manyam, eds., The Age of Revolutions in Global Context, c. 1760–1840 (New York, 2010).

7 In 1822, Bentham conceived the creation of a joint-stock company, the Junctiona
Company, which would oversee the building and operationalization of a transoceanic canal
passing through Lake Nicaragua. “As soon as ripe,” the territory surrounding the canal was
to become a new independent republic. Jeremy Bentham, “Proposals for the Junction of the
Two Seas, the Atlantic and the Pacific, by Means of a Joint-Stock Company, to Be Styled the
Junctiona Company (1822),” in The Works of Jeremy Bentham, Now First Collected, ed.
John Bowring, vol. 8 (Edinburgh, 1839), 562.

8 In addition to works mentioned above, see also Marc Flandreau and Juan H. Flores,
“Bonds and Brands: Foundations of Sovereign Debt Markets, 1820–1830,” Journal of Eco-
nomic History 69, no. 3 (2009): 646–84; Desmond Christopher Martin Platt, “British Bond-
holders in Nineteenth Century Latin America: Injury and Remedy,” in Foreign Investment in
Latin America: Cases and Attitudes, ed. Marvin D. Bernstein (New York, 1966), 81–102;
Robert Arthur Humphreys, “British Merchants and South American Independence,” in Tradi-
tion and Revolt in Latin America, and Other Essays (New York, 1969), 106–29; Larry Neal,
“The Financial Crisis of 1825 and the Restructuring of the British Financial System,”
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review 80, no. 3 (1998): 53–76; and William Roderick
Summerhill, Inglorious Revolution: Political Institutions, Sovereign Debt, and Financial
Underdevelopment in Imperial Brazil (New Haven, 2015).
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played a role in the constitution and dissemination of nineteenth-
century utopian ideas, ideals, and enterprises.9 These suggest, in a
way, that the histories of Atlantic transformations are ridden with
“blind spots,” glaring absences that mark the “unacknowledged knowl-
edges” of the diversity of actors and their levels of involvement in these
political and, especially, financial and commercial metamorphoses.10

This article casts light on one such “blind spot” in the Atlantic finan-
cial and political entanglements tied to these early years of American
states formation and economic improvement. It does so by telling the
well-studied story of the creation and financing of new American
utopias, characteristic of these times, but from the perspective of an
actor seldom considered in the relevant literature, namely that of an
American Indigenous actor. His name was George Frederic Augustus
II, king of the Miskitu on the Central American Miskitu Shore (hereafter
referred to as “the Shore”) between 1816 and 1824.11 This study illumi-
nates how he sought, throughout his short-lived rule, to actively
occupy various political and commercial spaces, near and far, in
person and by proxy, in an Atlantic World undergoing important politi-
cal and economic transformations, with echoes of his endeavors even
reaching as far as the city of London’s money market. Inspired by Amer-
ican Republican uprisings and the spreading of abolitionist ideas, George
Frederic attempted to transform not only the economic and political
foundations of his kingdom to concretize his own Miskitu utopia, for
which he would even design a flag and draft a constitution; he also
sought to reconfigure networks of foreign trade in Central America and
the Caribbean, in which his kingdom had been and would remain an
important node. Short on capital and labor, George Frederic had never-
theless benefited from an adequate education in matters related to
regional politics and transatlantic trade. This enabled him to consider
outsourcing the improvement of his territory to foreign agents with expe-
rience in statebuilding and financing: British mercenaries involved in
Latin American revolutionary wars. These would, in his name, access

9 Jan C. Jansen, “Aliens in a Revolutionary World: Refugees, Migration Control and Sub-
jecthood in the British Atlantic, 1790s–1820s,” Past & Present 255, no. 1 (2022): 189–231;
Lucy Riall, “Hidden Spaces of Empire: Italian Colonists in Nineteenth-Century Peru,”
Past & Present 254, no. 1 (2021): 193–233.

10On blind spots, see Jane Lydon, “Colonial ‘Blind Spots’: Images of Australian Frontier
Conflict,” Journal of Australian Studies 42, no. 4 (2018): 409–27.

11Historians identify reign numbers for George Frederic ranging from I to III. Although
George Frederic appears as the only one bearing this name in the Miskitu royal family tree,
the author has decided to assign reign number II, used by George Frederic himself. Philip
A. Dennis and Michael D. Olien, “Kingship among the Miskito,” American Ethnologist 11,
no. 4 (1984): 202; “Grant by George Frederic,” 29 Apr. 1820, NRAS945/20/19/72, Lloyds
Banking Group Archives, Edinburgh (hereafter, LBGA).
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both European and American capital markets to finance the realization
of this Miskitu utopia.

As highlighted by Carlo Ginzburg or Alain Corbin, studying up close
the life of a single, marginal individual or institution can reveal the often
unsuspected interweaving of local, regional, or global dynamics in which
they were (successfully or not) embedded.12 Similarly, this article reinte-
grates George Frederic’s actions within the various political, commercial,
and financial dynamics in which they were inscribed, be they on the
Shore, Central American, or transatlantic. Yet, in the absence of
George Frederic’s own memoirs, his story can only be written through
a close reading of a wide range of dispersed archival sources, including
manuscript and printed material found in repositories located in
England, Scotland, and Belize. These hold diaries, newspaper articles,
and private correspondence sent to or from George Frederic or that
mention the Miskitu king. Taken together, these scattered documents
constitute an original corpus of primary sources that help delve into dif-
ferent episodes of George Frederic’s eventful life, from his upbringing to
the constitution of his utopia.

This research also relies on the published testimonies of foreign
merchants who encountered the Miskitu king. These were narratives
provided most notably by Jacob Dunham, a North American trader
who dealt with the Miskitu between 1816 and 1819, and, more impor-
tantly, by the English West Indian merchant Orlando Roberts, who
visited the Shore regularly between 1816 and 1822.13 Using such
printed sources implies a potentially important self-centered bias,
because these only transcribe the intentions and understandings of
their authors. Indeed, both were writing for European or North Ameri-
can audiences interested in the development of trade relations with
Central America in the aftermath of the collapse of the Spanish
Empire. Contrary to Bentham and other contemporaries, Dunham and
Roberts consider that the improvement of Atlantic trade in the region
rested on a better understanding of the Shore’s Indigenous polities,
the latter providing access to natural resources of interest to European
and American commerce.14 Yet both texts are tinged with recurring

12 Carlo Ginzburg, Ecstasies: Deciphering the Witches’ Sabbath, 1st American ed.
(New York, 1991); Alain Corbin, Le monde retrouvé de Louis-François Pinagot: Sur les
traces d’un inconnu, 1798–1876 (Paris, 1998).

13On Dunham and Roberts, see Robert Arthur Naylor, Penny Ante Imperialism: TheMos-
quito Shore and the Bay of Honduras, 1600–1914; A Case Study in British Informal Empire
(Rutherford, NJ, 1989), 242–46.

14 For another contemporary example minimizing the importance of and the agency of
Central and South American Indigenous peoples, see Colombia, Being a Geographical, Stat-
istical, Agricultural, Commercial, and Political Account of That Country, Adapted for the
General Reader, the Merchant, and the Colonist, vol. 2 (London, 1822).
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tropes discriminating against the Miskitu (e.g., the “drunken Indian”),
relatively common for the time. Descriptions provided by late modern
European commentators of their interactions with American Indigenous
interlocutors involving alcohol were often exaggerated, however, defined
as they were by trepidations about the dangers of excessive drinking and
anxieties about the place of American Indigenous peoples in new Amer-
ican societies.15 An often contradictory image of George Frederic thus
emerges from the reading of these accounts: he appears at the same
time a feckless drunkard and a determined actor in full possession of
his means.

To be clear, the Miskitu drank spirits, which they obtained from
trade conducted with foreign merchants.16 To portray George Frederic
as a raging alcoholic, however, is certainly more than an exaggeration.
Still, because these merchant accounts are not entirely “objective” does
not mean they should be discarded. Considering such stereotypes,
these remain at present some of the sole sources that can provide
insight into and context for not only George Frederic’s biography but
also how the Miskitu conducted commercial and political interactions
with various foreign actors. It is the multiplicity of often concordant tes-
timonies that, taken together, make it possible to reconstruct the tumul-
tuous life of George Frederic.17 In turn, putting together such scattered
clues allows for the telling of a chronological story of these Atlantic
transformations from the unusual perspective of George Frederic. It
also highlights whether certain actors or polities that are generally mis-
characterized or omitted from the historiography in fact played an active
role for their potential own utopian benefit within and between these
different metamorphosing political and financial Atlantic spaces.

Historiographical attention paid to the Miskitu Shore offers rich
insight into the region’s Spanish, British, German, and American colo-
nial history.18 Studies focusing on the Miskitu in particular also offer
valuable inquiries into their economic and political interrelations with

15 Peter C. Mancall, Deadly Medicine: Indians and Alcohol in Early America (Ithaca,
1997), chap. 1.

16Michael D. Olien, “E. G. Squier and the Miskito: Anthropological Scholarship and Polit-
ical Propaganda,” Ethnohistory 32, no. 2 (1985): 119.

17 On using “nonobjective” sources, see Carlo Ginzburg, The Cheese and the Worms: The
Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller (Baltimore, 2013), xxiv–xxv. On using travel writings
as primary sources, see Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and Transcultura-
tion, 2nd ed. (London, 2008).

18Naylor, Penny Ante Imperialism; Craig L. Dozier, Nicaragua’s Mosquito Shore: The
Years of British and American Presence (Tuscaloosa, 1985); William S. Sorsby, “Spanish
Colonization of the Mosquito Coast, 1787–1800,” Revista de Historia de América, no. 73–74
(1972): 145–53; Victor Wolfgang von Hagen, “The Mosquito Coast of Honduras and Its Inhabi-
tants,”Geographical Review 30, no. 2 (1940): 238–59;William S. Sorsby, “The British Superin-
tendency of the Mosquito Shore 1749–1787” (PhD Thesis, University College London, 1969).
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and independence from the Shore’s various colonial waves since Christo-
pher Columbus’s 1502 landing in the area.19 Yet these historiographies
generally focus on the geographical setting of the Shore, seldom investi-
gating the impact that the events taking place there had beyond its
borders.20 George Frederic has also been the subject, in passing, of
studies in colonial and Miskitu history. Rather than being portrayed as
an individual worthy of any historical interest, he generally appears as
a minor historical figure, owing to the short duration of his reign, or as
a British colonial puppet (sharing the fate of many Miskitu rulers).21

Moreover, George Frederic’s story has often been confounded with
that of Poyais. Specifically, he is often anecdotally remembered for
having conceded in 1820, allegedly after a night of heavy drinking, the
territory on which Gregor MacGregor planned to establish his principal-
ity of Poyais. This infamous story has been described as the “most auda-
cious fraud in History,” with MacGregor believed to have been the
fraudulent architect of the so-called fake state and loan of Poyais.22

Yet recent works calling into question the fraudulent foundations of
MacGregor’s Poyaisian project make it possible to lift the veil of guilt

19 Barbara Potthast, Die Mosquitoküste im Spannungsfeld britischer und spanischer
Politik 1502–1821 (Cologne, 1988); Dennis and Olien, “Kingship among the Miskito”;
Michael D. Olien, “General, Governor, and Admiral: Three Miskito Lines of Succession,”
Ethnohistory 45, no. 2 (1998): 277–318; Mary W. Helms, “The Cultural Ecology of a Colonial
Tribe,” Ethnology 8, no. 1 (1969): 76–84; Daniel Noveck, “Class, Culture, and the Miskito
Indians: A Historical Perspective,” Dialectical Anthropology 13, no. 1 (1988): 17–29; Karl
H. Offen and Terry Rugeley, The Awakening Coast: An Anthology of Moravian Writings
from Mosquitia and Eastern Nicaragua (Lincoln, NE, 2014).

20 For exceptions, see Matthew P. Dziennik, “The Miskitu, Military Labour, and the San
Juan Expedition of 1780,” Historical Journal, no. 1 (2018): 155–79; and Daniel Mendiola,
“The Rise of the Mosquito Kingdom in Central America’s Caribbean Borderlands: Sources,
Questions, and Enduring Myths,” History Compass 16, no. 1 (2018): e12437.

21Michael D. Olien, “The Miskito Kings and the Line of Succession,” Journal of Anthropo-
logical Research 39, no. 2 (1983): 198–241;Wolfgang Gabbert, “‘God Save the King of theMos-
quito Nation!’ Indigenous Leaders on the Fringe of the Spanish Empire,” Ethnohistory 63, no.
1 (2016): 71–93; Samuel A. Bard, Waikna; or Adventures on the Mosquito-Shore (New York,
1855); Troy S. Floyd, The Anglo-Spanish Struggle for Mosquitia (Albuquerque, 1967).

22Dubbed the “king of con-men,” Gregor MacGregor is often depicted as the self-pro-
claimed Cacique of Poyais, an alleged “country” located on the Shore. In 1822, MacGregor
issued a loan for the development of his “principality” onto the booming Latin American
foreign loan market of the City of London. He allegedly did so to enrich himself by taking
advantage of a general enthusiasm for South American loans issued in London. However, by
1824, the news that Poyais was not an independent and flourishing state had spread,
leading the press and popular opinion of the time to consider MacGregor as an audacious
fraudster, capable of making the British public invest in a “land that never was.” For what
are considered authoritative studies on Poyais and MacGregor, see Victor Allan, “The Prince
of Poyais,” History Today 2 (1952): 53–58; Alfred Hasbrouck, “Gregor McGregor and the
Colonization of Poyais, between 1820 and 1824,” Hispanic American Historical Review 7,
no. 4 (1927): 438–59; David Sinclair, The Land That Never Was: Sir Gregor MacGregor
and the Most Audacious Fraud in History (London, 2003); and T. Frederick Davis, “MacGre-
gor’s Invasion of Florida, 1817,” Florida Historical Society Quarterly 7, no. 1 (1928): 2–71. See
also “The King of Con-Men,” Economist, 22 Dec. 2012.
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or gullibility too often attached to the different actors involved, fromnear
or far, in his affair—including George Frederic.23

Pointing out how George Frederic’s singular life both fitted into and
molded, in often unsuspected ways, wider financial and political dynam-
ics underlying the making of new American states offers a wider contri-
bution to historiographical debates discussing the agency of American
Indigenous actors in the shaping of Central American, Caribbean, and
Atlantic trade and colonial networks. Seminal studies by such scholars
as Arthur Ray, Ann Carlos and Lewis Frank, and Richard White have
highlighted how American Indigenous peoples’ active involvement in
the long eighteenth-century North American trade and colonial patterns
affected their political andmaterial cultures as well as their transatlantic
commercial dynamics.24 More recently, historians have noted how
American Indigenous peoples played an active monetary or financial
part in the development of North American capitalism, as well as how
finance andmoney in themselves became tools of imperial dispossession
for them.25 Illuminating the longstanding involvement of Indigenous
polities in the realm of American economic dynamics, these works
allow for the integration of their subjects into novel fields of investiga-
tion, especially that of nineteenth-century business history.26

More broadly, recent works focusing on nineteenth-century Pacific
and North America discuss the need to consider Indigenous peoples
on their own political terms, as full-fledged state actors, or even imperial
actors.27 Not only do these challenge commonly accepted understand-
ings of global political landscapes by providing more nuanced narratives

23Damian Clavel, “What’s in a Fraud? The Many Worlds of Gregor MacGregor, 1817–
1824,” Enterprise & Society 22, no. 4 (2021): 997–1036; Matthew Brown, “Inca, Sailor,
Soldier, King: Gregor MacGregor and the Early Nineteenth-Century Caribbean,” Bulletin of
Latin American Research, no. 1 (2005): 44–70.

24 Arthur J. Ray, Indians in the Fur Trade: Their Role as Trappers, Hunters, and Middle-
men in the Lands Southwest of Hudson Bay, 1660–1870 (Toronto, 1998); Ann M. Carlos and
Frank D. Lewis, Commerce by a Frozen Sea: Native Americans and the European Fur Trade
(Philadelphia, 2010); Carlos and Lewis, “Native Americans and Exchange: Strategies and
Interactions before 1800,” in The Cambridge History of Capitalism, vol. 1, The Rise of Capi-
talism: From Ancient Origins to 1848, ed. Larry Neal and Jeffrey G. Williamson (Cambridge,
U.K., 2014), 455–90; RichardWhite, TheMiddle Ground: Indians, Empires, and Republics in
the Great Lakes Region, 1650–1815 (Cambridge, U.K., 1991).

25 Emilie Connolly, “Indian Trust Funds and the Routes of American Capitalism, 1795–
1865” (PhD diss., New York University, 2019); Brian Gettler, Colonialism’s Currency:
Money, State, and First Nations in Canada, 1820–1950 (Montreal, 2020); Claudio Saunt,
“Financing Dispossession: Stocks, Bonds, and the Deportation of Native Peoples in the Ante-
bellum United States,” Journal of American History 106, no. 2 (2019): 315–37.

26 Alexandra Harmon, Colleen O’Neill, and Paul C. Rosier, “Interwoven Economic Histo-
ries: American Indians in a Capitalist America,” Journal of American History 98, no. 3
(2011): 698–722.

27 Pekka Hämäläinen, The Comanche Empire (New Haven, 2008); Lorenz Gonschor, A
Power in the World: The Hawaiian Kingdom in Oceania (Honolulu, 2020).
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of the imperial transformations and competitions of their time; they also
provide better insights into the historical trajectories of given Indigenous
polities, without them being eclipsed by the chronologies, theories, or
viewpoints imposed by colonial/imperial historiographical frame-
works.28 Although they tend to concentrate more on political than eco-
nomic aspects, these historiographical developments are particularly
relevant when it comes to studying the interwoven development of
early nineteenth-century Central American, Caribbean, and wider Atlan-
tic British merchant-banking and statebuilding processes, as historians
seldom include American Indigenous peoples in their narratives, much
less tell these stories from their perspectives.29 At best, few studies
mention the existence of political and commercial links between Amer-
ican Indigenous peoples and British traders.30 Although these do, fortu-
nately, nuance the asymmetrical relations in favor of British merchants
and settlers emerging from such interactions, their scope is often limited
to the American territory, and they generally understand American
Indigenous history through the sole context of their relationships with
foreigners.

In line with this scholarship, studying the biographical particulari-
ties of a Miskitu king at the head of an early nineteenth-century
Central American and transatlantic Indigenous utopian venture sheds
light on a drastic moment of global political, financial, and commercial
possibility. It shows how George Frederic tried to benefit and shape
the English drive to improve British trade in the Americas to his own
financial, commercial, and political benefit. By highlighting the reach
of George Frederic’s action beyond the American continent, mainly
fromhis perspective, this article also helps resituate the active global eco-
nomic and political impacts that a Miskitu protagonist had—and could
have had—within financial and colonial processes of early nineteenth-

28 Jace Weaver, Red Atlantic: American Indigenes and the Making of the Modern World,
1000–1927 (Chapel Hill, 2017); Coll-Peter Thrush, Indigenous London: Native Travelers at
the Heart of Empire (New Haven, 2016). See also James Sidbury and Jorge Cañizares-
Esguerra, “Mapping Ethnogenesis in the Early Modern Atlantic,” William and Mary Quar-
terly 68, no. 2 (2011): 181; Pekka Hämäläinen, “Lost in Transitions: Suffering, Survival, and
Belonging in the Early Modern Atlantic World,” William and Mary Quarterly 68, no. 2
(2011): 219; Paul Cohen, “Was There an Amerindian Atlantic? Reflections on the Limits of a
Historiographical Concept,” History of European Ideas 34, no. 4 (2008): 388–410; and
Guillermo Wilde, “La agencia indígena y el giro hacia lo global,” Historia crítica, no. 69
(2018): 99–114.

29Matthew Brown, ed., Informal Empire in Latin America: Culture, Commerce and
Capital (Oxford, 2008), 241.

30Manuel Llorca-Jaña, “Of ‘Savages,’ Shipwrecks and Seamen: British Consular Contacts
with the Native Peoples of Southern South America during the 1820s and 1830s,” Interna-
tional Journal of Maritime History 24, no. 2 (2012): 127–54; Lucy Taylor, “Welsh-Indigenous
Relationships in Nineteenth Century Patagonia: ‘Friendship’ and the Coloniality of Power,”
Journal of Latin American Studies 49, no. 1 (2017): 143–68.
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century statebuilding. Offering a chronological dive into George Fred-
eric’s life, each section of this article reveals insights into the creation,
development, and tragic end of his utopia, along with the local, regional,
and transatlantic impacts and progresses of this episode of Miskitu state
formation. The first section provides contextual background to the Shore
and biographical information on George Frederic from his early years to
his accession to the throne in 1816. The second illustrates how a combi-
nation of local and Atlantic transformations offered George Frederic the
opportunity to reposition himself politically within the Shore. The third
describes how George Frederic envisioned, like other South American
independence or abolitionist projects of the time, the establishment of
a slave-free commercial and political utopia on the Shore. In doing so,
this section details the interactions of George Frederic with foreign mer-
cenaries to finance and build his project. The fourth section describes
how George Frederic had to adapt his ambitions to deal with significant
difficulties in establishing himself, on the Londonmoney market and the
Shore, as the valid owner of his utopia—ultimately, to no avail. The last
section concludes.

George Frederic’s Miskitu Shore

The Shore stretches from the southeastern coast of present-day Nic-
aragua to that of eastern Honduras, forming a triangle that roughly con-
nects the San Juan River to Cape Camarón via Cape Gracias aDios. In the
early nineteenth century, at the time of George Frederic’s reign, it was
inhabited by a number of American Indigenous peoples, differing
mainly in language, geographical distribution, and ethnicity. The Indig-
enous Sumu (Mayangna) livedmostly inland. The Paya formed a linguis-
tically isolated group comprising as many Zambo as Indigenous peoples,
occupying northern lands around Black River near Cape Camarón.31 The
south was occupied by the Rama, of similar ethnic descent. By far the
largest and most dominant group, the Miskitu, of mixed Indigenous,
African, and European ancestry, originally occupied the area around
Cape Gracias a Dios but, by the early 1800s, had extended to a good
part of the Shore. Interestingly, they divided themselves ethnically and
culturally between the Sambo Miskitu (based in the north and identify-
ing as Afro-Indigenous) and the Tawira Miskitu (identifying as Indige-
nous-descended and concentrated in the south).32

31 “Zambo” refers to persons who are of mixed African and Indigenous ancestry.
32 Karl H. Offen, “The Sambo and Tawira Miskitu: The Colonial Origins and Geography of

Intra-Miskitu Differentiation in Eastern Nicaragua and Honduras,” Ethnohistory 49, no. 2
(2002): 319–72; Eduard Conzemius, “Les tribus indiennes de la Côte des Mosquitos,” Anthro-
pos 33, no. 5–6 (1938): 910–43. See also Michael D. Olien, “Were the Miskito Indians Black?
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The demographic and geographical predominance of the Miskitu
can be explained mainly by the Shore’s particular political economy, a
consequence of a long history dating back to the seventeenth century.
As historians have highlighted, the Miskitu established long-lasting
trade with European and, more specifically, British settlers in the
region, whose presence there the Spanish Empire technically tolerated.
Following seventeenth-century Puritan colonial ventures, the Miskitu
actively positioned themselves as partners of choice for the successive
waves of English private enterprises settling in the area. Ethnic
intercourses and economic contacts intensified with British settlers
(and their African slaves) based in Black River starting in 1732, with
whom essential political, economic, and cultural synergies were
established. In exchange for firearms and other valuable European com-
modities (e.g., textiles, iron wares), the Miskitu essentially granted
British settlers’ safe access to their territory and natural resources
(e.g., turtle shell, sarsaparilla), which were then mainly traded with
Jamaica. In particular, an extractive economy centered around the
logging of precious timber—cedar and, especially, mahogany—emerged
during the eighteenth century. Labor intensive, it essentially contributed
to the establishing of an important system of American Indigenous
slavery, headed by the Miskitu. Obtaining preferential access to Euro-
pean markets, technologies, and specific knowledges (particularly
English or African), the Miskitu acquired economic and military superi-
ority over the region’s other ethnic polities. Redistributing foreign com-
modities within local markets or using firearms obtained from these
exchanges—muskets, hence their demonym—to raid and enslave neigh-
boring polities, the Miskitu progressively subjected the surrounding
Rama, Sumu, and Paya peoples. The Miskitu then sold to British settlers
the Indigenous slaves necessary for the lumbering of the Shore’s woods,
after helping themselves for their farming or ranching needs.33

Ethnicity, Politics, and Plagiarism in the Mid-Nineteenth Century,” New West Indian Guide
62, no. 1–2 (1988): 27–50.

33 According to Craig Revels, the Black River colony had by 1786 exported about one
million feet of mahogany from the Shore, with a total value of £15,000. Revels, “Timber,
Trade, and Transformation: A Historical Geography of Mahogany in Honduras” (PhD
thesis, Louisiana State University, 2002), 100. On the Shore’s extractive economy of precious
woods, see also Karl H. Offen, “British Logwood Extraction from theMosquitia: The Origin of a
Myth,”Hispanic American Historical Review 80, no. 1 (2000): 113–35; Robert Arthur Naylor,
“The Mahogany Trade as a Factor in the British Return to the Mosquito Shore in the Second
Quarter of the Nineteenth Century,” Jamaican Historical Review 7 (1967): 40–67. For a
brief summary of the Shore’s economic history, see Offen and Rugeley, Awakening Coast,
11–18. On Puritan settlements, see Karen Ordahl Kupperman, Providence Island, 1630–
1641: The Other Puritan Colony (Cambridge, U.K., 1993). On the Black River colony, see
Frank Griffith Dawson, “William Pitt’s Settlement at Black River on the Mosquito Shore: A
Challenge to Spain in Central America, 1732–87,” Hispanic American Historical Review 63,
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The development of such Indigenous slave raids, in conjunction with
polygamous matrimonial alliances, contributed to a gradual shaping of
the region’s political dynamics in favor of the Miskitu. By the early nine-
teenth century, the Shore was divided into different “districts,” each
ruled by a hereditary aristocratic figure of authority of Miskitu
descent. The northern division was controlled by a Sambo general,
having under his authority the Paya and, to some extent, Sumu
peoples. A Tawira governor led southern Rama polities, and a Tawira
admiral settled the everyday affairs of the Miskitu near Cape Gracias a
Dios (see Figure 1). A king of SamboMiskitu descent ensured the cohab-
itation of these different Indigenous polities over the whole Shore.
Although the king’s role evolved following, on one side, contacts with
Spanish, British, or African populations and, on the other, Tawira-
SamboMiskitu civil wars between the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ries, it eventually became that of a middleman between the leading pol-
ities of the Shore. He essentially provided a platform for negotiation
among local leaders and legitimized decisions made by and between
Sambo-Tawira Miskitu aristocrats. The Miskitu king was also assigned
the role of cultural intermediary between representatives of the different
peoples of the Shore and the European traders, settlers, or authorities.
Young Miskitu princes, given English names to facilitate cultural inter-
mediation with British interlocutors (e.g., Edward, Peter, George),
were therefore often offered a European education in Black River, in
Jamaica, or in England, at least since the seventeenth century.34

Born sometime in the 1790s, George Frederic Augustus was destined
to become one such Miskitu king. George Frederic and his younger
brother, Robert Charles Frederic, were taken to Kingston in June 1805
“to impress upon [their] mind the advantage of our alliance,” as stated
by Jamaica’s commander in chief.35 To ensure the continuity of his polit-
ical legacy, their father, George II, had previously negotiated with

no. 4 (1983): 677–706. On Indigenous slavery, see Nathaniel Millett, “Law, Lineage, Gender,
and the Lives of Enslaved Indigenous People on the Edge of the Nineteenth-Century Carib-
bean,” William and Mary Quarterly 78, no. 4 (2021): 687–720; Karl H. Offen, “Mapping
Amerindian Captivity in Colonial Mosquitia,” Journal of Latin American Geography 14, no.
3 (2015): 35–65; Michael D. Olien, “After the Indian Slave Trade: Cross-Cultural Trade in
the Western Caribbean Rimland, 1816–1820,” Journal of Anthropological Research 44, no.
1 (1988): 41–66; and Mary W. Helms, “Miskito Slaving and Culture Contact: Ethnicity and
Opportunity in an Expanding Population,” Journal of Anthropological Research 39, no. 2
(1983): 179–97.

34On Miskitu governance, see Olien, “Miskito Kings”; Olien, “General, Governor, and
Admiral”; Mary W. Helms, “Of Kings and Contexts: Ethnohistorical Interpretations of
Miskito Political Structure and Function,” American Ethnologist 13, no. 3 (1986): 506–23;
Noveck, “Class, Culture.” On English names and education of Miskitu kings, see Gabbert,
“Indigenous Leaders,” 77.

35 John Alder Burdon, ed., Archives of British Honduras, vol. 2 (London, 1934), 79.
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Alexander Lindsay, Earl of Balcarres and then-governor of Jamaica, to
have his two sons educated in Kingston.36 Chaperoning the two
princes, their great-uncle Isaac was to ensure that their education

Figure 1. Miskitu Kingdom, c. 1815. (Source: Michael D. Olien, “The Miskito Kings and the
Line of Succession,” Journal of Anthropological Research 39, no. 2 [1983]: 217.)

36Mistie to Balcarres, 20 Apr. 1798, CO 137/99; Balcarres to Portland, 30 Apr. 1798, CO
137/99, both in The National Archives, Kew (hereafter, TNA).
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would suit their future position. Like previous Miskitu princes, George
Frederic was certainly taught arithmetic and Greek, Roman, and
English history, as well as the British cultural and social codes.37 He
was also awarded £100 per year by Jamaican authorities for his personal
needs and those of his entourage.38

As a child, George Frederic was also regularly presented to some of
the island’s most prestigious residents. On August 13, 1804, a dinner was
organized at the governor’s residence, bringing together a small party of
high-ranking British officers and dignitaries. Although the young prince
threw a fit that evening (to the displeasure of his hostess, Lady Maria
Nugent, who recounted the episode in her diary), the objective of the
encounter had been relatively clear: maintaining the interest of his inter-
locutors in the commercial potentials of the Shore. Throughout the
evening, his great-uncle took great care to remind the guests about
“the good and hospitable customs of his country,” soon to be ruled by
the prince who was, at that very moment, receiving a British education
to ensure the continuation of West Indian British privileged access to
trade on the Shore.39 In turn, George Frederic’s upbringing would
leave him with a clear sensibility not only for engaging with British inter-
locutors and customs but, above all, that the very legitimacy of his posi-
tion as king depended on the state of the Shore’s foreign trade.40

George Frederic’s upbringing did not take place solely with British
preceptors. West Indian merchants also conducted part of his training
as a future ruler. Wishing to ensure that George Frederic’s future reign
would guarantee them continued access to the Shore’s resources, some
traders sought to maintain regular contact with the prince during his
time in Jamaica. For example, Peter Sheperd, a British merchant, regu-
larly ferried leaders of the Valiente (a Rama polity established in the
southern parts of the Shore) to Jamaica to visit George Frederic.41 Allow-
ing the prince to familiarize himself with the distribution of commissions
to future vassals and assert his role as an allocator of legitimate accesses
to the Shore for foreigners, these meetings also enabled Sheperd to
ensure proper contacts with the prince in the hope of maintaining his
flourishing business. Indeed, Sheperd was then a merchant who not

37 Sonia Bennett Murray, They Came to Belize, 1750–1810: Compiled from Records of
Jamaica, theMosquito Shore, and Belize at the British & Belize National Archives (Baltimore,
2017), 362.

38 Portland to Balcarres, 11 Jul. 1798, CO 137/99, TNA.
39Maria Nugent, Lady Nugent’s Journal of Her Residence in Jamaica from 1801 to 1805,

ed. Philip Wright (Kingston, Jamaica, 2002), 211–12.
40On the appropriation byMiskitu kings of British regalia, see Dennis andOlien, “Kingship

among the Miskito.”
41 Foreign Office, British and Foreign State Papers 1849–1850, vol. 38 (London, 1862),

689–670.
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only dominated the whole trade between the Shore, Jamaica, San
Andreas, and Old Providence but also acted as an intermediary for
North American merchants trading in Miskitu commodities.42 More
importantly, interactions with British West Indian merchants like
Sheperd essentially helped George Frederic to establish relationships
with foreign merchants while also learning how to play an active part
in the facilitation of long-distance trade.43

While George Frederic was pursuing his cultural and commercial
education in Jamaica, the Shore was governed by his uncle, Stephen.44

Following the death of George Frederic’s father in 1800, Stephen contin-
ued his late brother’s policy of trade conciliation with foreigners estab-
lished in the region, essential for the maintenance of the Miskitu
political regime. Yet Stephen had to fill the trade gap created by
British settlers’ forced abandonment of the Black River colony. In a
1786 treaty between Spain and Britain, the latter agreed to recognize
full Spanish sovereignty over Central America and to evacuate all
British presence from the Shore.45 Miskitu interests then rapidly
moved toward the settlement of British Honduras. Having received
many evacuees from Black River, this private British colony saw a signifi-
cant commercial advantage in maintaining lasting relations with the
Miskitu. Its magistrates, composed mainly of the most potent mahogany
merchants of the colony, had already been courting the Miskitu for
several years—for example, sending gifts totaling £40 to young George
Frederic and three other leaders in 1802.46

In November 1815, once George Frederic had come of age, Stephen
organized a meeting with about thirty Indigenous leaders, during which
they all agreed to sign a submission “giving [their] assent, consent,
choice, and declaration to, for, and of the appointment of the hereditary
Prince Frederic . . . to his father’s Crown, Franc, and Government, as
[their] lawful King and Sovereign.”47 With this support, George Frederic
was ready to embrace his royal role. In January 1816, he wrote to George
Arthur, then superintendent of British Honduras, requesting to be
crowned in the settlement’s capital, Belize.48 Happy at the idea of

42On Sheperd, see Naylor, Penny Ante Imperialism, 96–102.
43Dennis and Olien, “Kingship among the Miskito,” 733–34.
44Olien, “Miskito Kings,” 214–15.
45 Clive Parry, ed., The Consolidated Treaty Series, vol. 50 (Dobbs Ferry, NY, 1969), 47–51;

Frank Griffith Dawson, “The Evacuation of the Mosquito Shore and the English Who Stayed
Behind, 1786–1800,” The Americas 55, no. 1 (1998): 63.

46 Foreign Office, British and Foreign State Papers, 674; Murray, They Came to Belize,
118–37; Burdon, Archives of British Honduras, 57.

47House of Commons, Correspondence Respecting the Mosquito Territory. Presented to
theHouse of Commons, July 3, 1848, in Pursuance of Their Address of April 3, 1848. (London,
1848), 46–47.

48George Frederic to Arthur, 13 Jan. 1816, CO 123/25, TNA.
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officially counting the young king as the new middleman in charge of
ensuring a military and commercial alliance between British Honduras
and the Miskitu, the superintendent granted George Frederic’s
demand.49 The ceremony took place on January 18. George Frederic
chartered a British sloop of war from Jamaica to Belize for the occasion.
Surrounded by his chiefs as well as the British merchants and officers of
the colony, George Frederic, dressed in the uniform of a British major,
rode on horseback to the settlement’s main church. Placed near the
altar, he was enthroned “King and Sovereign of the Miskitu Nation”
with a proper English coronation service, accompanied by cries from
the audience of “Long live [the] King!”50

Local and Atlantic Transformations

Following his coronation, George Frederic settled at Cape Gracias a
Dios. Marking the end of the protrusion of land into the Caribbean Sea
between the Yucatán Peninsula and the South American mainland, the
cape was an important point of political and commercial negotiation.
As the seat of the Miskitu kingdom, it constituted a mediation venue
for representatives of the Shore’s various polities. The cape also consti-
tuted a passage for foreign merchants seeking legitimate access to the
resources of the Shore. Like his forefathers, George Frederic approved
trading rights for foreign merchants who periodically settled in the
area to gather quantities of mahogany, sarsaparilla, or turtle shell for
their trade. For example, during a voyage made in the late 1810s and
early 1820s, British merchant Orlando Roberts met different French
and British traders on his way to the cape. Their presence on the Shore
was conditioned by the regular renewal of their allegiance to the
king.51 Moreover, in July 1815, an American merchant named Jacob
Dunham, who had taken up residency in Cape Gracias a Dios, received
from George Frederic a permit to “touch and trade in all parts of my
dominions in any vessel from North America.”52

Foreign merchants even took up permanent residency in Cape
Gracias a Dios. Roberts depicted the capital as largely composed of
several poorly built huts, with a handful of impressive houses. In addi-
tion to those belonging to the king or the admiral, one of these houses
belonged to William Boggs, whom Roberts described as “old” and “of

49Arthur to George Frederic, 14 Jan. 1816, CO 123/25, TNA.
50 Peter F. Stout, Nicaragua: Past, Present and Future (New York, 1859), 169; Jacob

Dunham, Journal of Voyages (New York, 1850), 96.
51 OrlandoW. Roberts,Narratives of Voyages and Excursions on the East Coast and in the

Interior of Central America (Edinburgh, 1827), 107–8, 130.
52Dunham, Journal of Voyages, 96.
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the worst description.”53 Probably an Irish merchant, Boggs had opened
a shop at the cape and served as counsel for different generations of
Miskitu leaders. For example, Stephen had appointed him “proxy” for
some of the leaders who signed the 1815 submission.54 Another shop
opened by a North American trader—probably Dunham—is mentioned
in some testimonies.55

In this setting,Miskitu aristocrats and Britishmerchants established
on the Shore or in nearby British Honduras and Jamaica hoped that the
coronation of George Frederic would result in a status quo that benefited
British West Indian trade—essentially conditions very close to what his
late father George II had established. When George Frederic requested
to have his coronation in Belize, Superintendent Arthur indicated that
he would be honored to grant the privilege, provided the Miskitu king
did not forget that he was “in a particular manner under the protection
of the British Government.”56 In other words, George Frederic was
advised not to prejudice the privileged connections between Miskitu
and British West Indian merchants, consolidated by his predecessors.
British merchants even agreed among themselves to implement this
West Indian exclusivity properly. Dunham, the American merchant
who traded on the Shore, was in turn forbidden by the British merchants
there to go to Jamaica or send letters on board their vessels, as they
feared he would “become a rival in the trade, and be the means of intro-
ducing others into it.”57

Yet the first years of the king’s reignwere characterized by significant
tensions, both internal and external to the Shore, that prevented the
maintaining—or even favored the disruption—of a model of economic
and political colonial cohabitation intermediated by the Miskitu king.

Within the internal setting of the Shore, George Frederic’s reign
started on the wrong foot: he was unwilling or unable to establish
royal authority over his kingdom as an intermediary. Fifteen years of
regency under Stephen’s rule had given both the general and the gover-
nor time to strengthen themselves politically and economically. In the
north, General Robinson became a wealthy cattle rancher who had
dared to distance himself from the Miskitu royal authority. His
absence from both the 1815 meeting of chiefs organized by Stephen
(his signature is absent) and the coronation of George Frederic in

53Roberts, Narratives, 145.
54 Foreign Office, British and Foreign State Papers, 687.
55Dunham, Journal of Voyages, 108; Thomas Strangeways, Sketch of the Mosquito Shore,

Including the Territory of Poyais: Descriptive of the Country; with Some Information as to
Its Production, the Best Mode of Culture, &c. . . . Chiefly Intended for the Use of Settlers (Edin-
burgh, 1822), 19.

56 Foreign Office, British and Foreign State Papers, 680.
57Dunham, Journal of Voyages, 107.
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Belize earned Robinson copious insults from the young king.58 In the
south, Governor Clementi (also a wealthy rancher) deliberately refused
contact with the new king, even taking it upon himself to kill one of his
somewhat disrespectful envoys. George Frederic also managed to alien-
ate one of his closest allies, Admiral Earnee, by assaulting one of his
wives.59

Transformations originating far beyond the Shore had significant
consequences for George Frederic’s reign as well. The scope of British
antislavery campaigns impacted the stability of the Miskitu polity. An
admirer of British antislavery MP William Wilberforce, Superintendent
Arthur of British Honduras sought to concretely enforce a ban on the
holding of American Indigenous slaves from the Shore.60 On the eve of
the royal coronation, Arthur strongly urged George Frederic to cease
these enslaving practices and instead to “administer justice in
mercy.”61 Arthur would then pressure Belizean loggers by commission-
ing a British king’s advocate to assess the issue of American Indigenous
enslavement.62 These efforts to promote English antislavery in Central
America constituted a problem for George Frederic. The sale of slaves
was the cornerstone not only of the internal Miskitu economy but also
of the system of exchange linking the British and the Miskitu, ultimately
guaranteeing the latter’s political, military, and commercial domination
on the Shore. Abolishing Indigenous slavery would, consequently,
undermine his already faltering royal power.

Processes of American decolonization also had an impact on George
Frederic’s reign, introducing new actors and ideas to the Shore. First the
French Revolution and then the Napoleonic Wars had important reper-
cussions on the other side of the Atlantic.63 For former Spanish colonies,
these quickly translated into revolutionary defiance, in favor of republi-
can constitutions and independent utopias.64 Revolutionary uprisings in
Haiti also fueled the realization of new, slaveless political possibilities in

58House of Commons, Correspondence, 46–47; Strangeways, Sketch, 144; Roberts, Nar-
ratives, 148.

59Roberts, Narratives, 137–39.
60A. G. L. Shaw, Sir George Arthur, Bart., 1784–1854: Superintendent of British Hondu-

ras, Lieutenant-Governor of Van Diemen’s Land and of Upper Canada, Governor of the
Bombay Presidency (Melbourne, 1980). This decision had been imposed on the Miskitu
Shore by a 1775 British Royal decree. Inhabitants of Honduras, The Defence of the Settlers
of Honduras against the Unjust and Unfounded Representations of Colonel George Arthur,
Late Superintendent of That Settlement (Jamaica; London, 1824), 82–83.

61 Arthur to George Frederic, 14 Jan. 1816.
62 Burdon, Archives of British Honduras, 229, 247–52. For a more detailed discussion of

this episode, see Millett, “Law, Lineage, Gender.”
63 Christophe Belaubre, Jordana Dym, and John Savage, eds., Napoleon’s Atlantic: The

Impact of Napoleonic Empire in the Atlantic World (Leiden, 2010).
64 JeremyAdelman, Sovereignty andRevolution in the Iberian Atlantic (Princeton, 2006);

Cot, “Spanish American Utopia.”
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the Caribbean.65 Consequently, the American continent and the Carib-
bean became important hubs of contestation where new utopias could
be imagined and concretized. And Americans of Spanish descent or
former Haitian slaves opposed to their former sovereign were not the
only ones participating in these political reconfigurations; important con-
tingents of British mercenaries hired by Spanish revolutionaries also very
often adopted South American revolutionary utopias, which they dissem-
inated during various battles against Spanish imperial armies.66

Some of these battles took place at the gates of the Miskitu. Jean-
Louis Aury, a French corsair hired on behalf of Buenos Ayres, attacked
the Spanish ports of Omoa and Truxillo between May 1819 and April
1820.67 Located in the Bay of Honduras, these settlements were only a
short distance from the Shore. To prepare for these attacks, Aury sent
representatives to George Frederic to request military support at
best or, at least, a right of way.68 Much to the displeasure of General
Robinson, who had trade relations with these Spanish positions,
George Frederic found the idea of allying with South American insur-
gents appealing. He in turn allowed Aury’s fleet to circulate in the
region and gave him livestock to replenish his supplies.69

The promises of commercial openings made by the emergence of
American independences also resulted in the arrival of new foreign mer-
chants on the continent. Motivated to establish a more direct transatlan-
tic trade, many landed alongside mercenaries hired under American
revolutionary banners in various parts of the continent.70 George Fred-
eric’s kingdom was not excluded. The Shore’s valuable resources of
mahogany and cedar, colorfully depicted in travel writings of the time,
had piqued the interest of British merchants other than West Indian
traders and Belizean loggers—to the latter’s displeasure.71 George

65David Patrick Geggus, ed., The Impact of the Haitian Revolution in the Atlantic World
(Columbia, SC, 2001).

66Matthew Brown, Adventuring through Spanish Colonies: Simón Bolívar, Foreign Mer-
cenaries and the Birth of NewNations (Liverpool, 2006); DavidHead, Privateers of the Amer-
icas: Spanish American Privateering from the United States in the Early Republic (Athens,
GA, 2015).

67On Jean-Louis Aury, see Head, Privateers of the Americas.
68On the reputation of the Miskitu as military labor, see Dziennik, “Miskitu.”
69Arthur to Bathurst, 13 May, 29 May, and 22 June 1819, CO 123/28, TNA; Palomar to

Arthur, 13 Jan. 1821, CO 123/30, TNA; Palomar, “Noticia de La Invasion de Truxillo,” 1820,
Guatemala Collection, B820|b.P181n, John Carter Brown Library, Providence, RI; Roberts,
Narratives, 131.

70Manuel Llorca-Jaña, “British Merchants in New Markets: The Case of Wylie and
Hancock in Brazil and the River Plate, c. 1808–19,” Journal of Imperial and Commonwealth
History 42, no. 2 (2014): 215–38; Humphreys, “British Merchants.”

71 Roberts, Narratives, 120; Robert Hodgson, Some Account of the Mosquito Territory,
2nd ed. (Edinburgh, 1822), 18; Robert Arthur Naylor, “British Commercial Relations with
Central America, 1821–1851” (PhD diss., Tulane University, 1969), 14–15.
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Frederic was, in fact, very aware of the important commercial potential
of his territory’s precious timber. For instance, he once commissioned
Roberts to convoy two large mahogany dories to British Honduras to
convince the merchants there of the high quality of the Shore’s wood.72

Above all, the possibility of a transoceanic passage sparked curiosity.
In the south of George Frederic’s kingdom, some—including
Bentham!73—were indeed considering the possibility of connecting
some rivers with a canal to the Pacific via Lake Nicaragua. The account
of Roberts’s journey through the Shore, for example, depicts his search
for an ideal passage connecting the two oceans.74

Making a Miskitu Utopia

The arrival of new foreign merchants on the Shore had important
consequences for the inhabitants of the Shore. As recalled by Roberts,
the Valiente understood this well. Visits by new foreigners to their
lands “made a considerable impression on [their] minds.”75 For
George Frederic, the contact with new foreigners had other conse-
quences: it allowed him to expand his future political and commercial
prospects in these times of Miskitu and Atlantic imperial transforma-
tions. Constrained by the internal political dissent on the Shore that
brought him increasingly into conflict with other Miskitu aristocrats,
and by mounting external criticism of the practice of Indigenous
slavery, George Frederic now envisioned becoming something else: an
actor of change within and beyond the Shore. As such, he very happily
“associated with, and listened to, every visionary scheme submitted to
him by the traders.”76

Counseled by some of the foreignmerchants (as he often had been as
a teenager in Jamaica) passing through Cape Gracias a Dios, George
Frederic decided to take the opportunity that the encounters with
these Atlantic movements offered: like other Spanish American insur-
gents, and foreign mercenaries like Aury, he sought to build a utopia
of his own, for his own political and economic benefit. He envisioned
himself freed from the rigidity of the system of Miskitu-British cohabita-
tion now coveted by new external actors, within which he had only ever
meant to play the role of an intermediary. In its place, George Frederic

72Roberts, Narratives, 266.
73 Bentham, “Junctiona.”
74Roberts, Narratives, 64–65, 104, 248–56. On the Nicaragua Canal, see Lindley Miller,

The Nicaragua Canal and the Monroe Doctrine (Philadelphia, 1896).
75 Roberts, Narratives, 68.
76Roberts, 131, 148.
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described (in fragmentary primary sources) a utopia in which he could
play a more active role.77 He sought to become the lone ruler of a new
state, the exploitation of whose natural resources he himself would
supervise, thereby benefiting and strengthening his reign. He would
then gain new prerogatives, including collecting taxes (in cash or in
kind), taking justice into his own hands, and assembling an army, all
supervised by well-educated commissioners and other “Men of
Wisdom and Integrity” that he appointed. All of this would be under-
taken for the betterment of the various peoples in the region, which
were, according to him, violently ruled by the local general or governor.
Moreover, under mounting pressure and being moved by international
ideas for reform (in London and, especially, British Honduras), George
Frederic considered replacing the traditional Indigenous slave-based
economy of the Shore. Rather than being enslaved, Indigenous commu-
nities could be educated to work freely and contribute to the improve-
ment of their territory. Locals would then ultimately be socially and
morally indebted to the king, preferring to be governed by George Fred-
eric than by current local Miskitu aristocracies.

Just as Aury had requested assistance from George Frederic for the
realization of his utopia, George Frederic needed help in pursuing his
own. Shortly after the French mercenary’s departure from the Shore,
George Frederic instructed some of his captains, notably in British Hon-
duras, to determine the best way to meet the educational needs of young
children on the Shore. About George Frederic’s expressed willingness to
educate his young subjects, Superintendent Arthur, who was also a
member of the Church Missionary Society, replied joyfully that it
would indeed be “highly pleasing to the Mosquito [sic] people to have
their Children educated.”78 George Frederic also sought to actively
speed up the improvement of his territory on his own terms. He hired
foreign workers to begin working on the development of agriculture,
forestry, and commerce in his kingdom. By 1820, George Frederic had
hired Black Carib refugees, evacuated to Roatan Island (off the coast of
Truxillo) from St. Vincent after their defeat in the Second Carib War of
1797, to form settlements between Cape Camarón and the Patook
River.79 Incidentally, the region was in themiddle of the lands controlled
by General Robinson, recently deceased. He had died on an operating

77 Parts of George Frederic’s political and economic project are described in a letter written
in 1823. George Frederic to Murray, 28 Mar. 1823, CO 123/34, TNA.

78Arthur to George Frederic, 5 Apr. 1820, GBR/0115/RCMS 270/47_88, Royal Common-
wealth Society Library, Cambridge, U.K.

79Roberts,Narratives, 271–74. On the Black CaribWars, see Chris Taylor, The Black Carib
Wars: Freedom, Survival, and the Making of the Garifuna (Jackson, MS, 2012).
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table in Belize in 1820, leaving an heir too young to rule and a regent too
cruel for northern communities.80

George Frederic sought to further benefit from the void left by
General Robinson’s death by encouraging the creation of additional
colonies dedicated to improving the region. In place of slaves and in
addition to Carib settlers, he hired foreigners who had interests in the
Shore’s commercial potentials as well as experience in statebuilding
and financing: foreign mercenaries engaged in Spanish American wars.
In preparation for the attack on Truxillo, Aury had, as mentioned
above, dispatched some of his officers to persuade George Frederic to
support him militarily. James David Roy Gordon, a Scottish mercenary,
was thus sent to Cape Gracias a Dios to hold talks with the Miskitu king
on thematter. Apparently, Gordon and George Frederic became close, so
much so that on August 4, 1819, the king appointed him to the rank of
general in his army.81 As foreign mercenaries hired under American
Republican banners often liked to show off their accomplishments and
titles, no doubt George Frederic could consider Gordon one of those
much sought-after men of “Wisdom and Integrity.”82 However,
Gordon was not yet able to honor his new commitments, at least not
on the eve of the battle of Truxillo to be led by Aury. Yet since the
outcome of the attack would ultimately be in favor of Spain, Gordon
left Aury’s service and returned to George Frederic’s court.83 This
time, he was accompanied by other Scottish mercenaries fighting for
American revolutionaries, including General Gregor MacGregor, Cap-
tains Murray and Hosmore, and a North American named Samuel
Warren.84 Wishing to distance themselves from the battles against
Spanish forces, they preferred George Frederic’s offer to establish a
potentially successful commercial operation on the Shore. On April 29,
1820, the Miskitu king offered them an enormous tract of land (more
than 33,000 square kilometers) beginning at Black River and extending
far into the interior. The colony was to be headed by MacGregor and his
heirs, whowere granted “full power and authority to enact laws, establish
customs, and in a word to take and adopt all measures that he may deem
fit and necessary for the protection, defence, better government and
prosperity of the . . . District of land, commonly called Black River [or]
Poyais.”85

80Roberts, Narratives, 166, 268; Olien, “General, Governor, and Admiral,” 291, 293.
81 George Frederic, “Proclamation,” 4 Aug. 1819, CO 123/30, TNA.
82 Brown, “Inca, Sailor, Soldier, King,” 48.
83 Palomar, “Noticia de La Invasion de Truxillo.”
84Roberts, Narratives, 163.
85 “Grant by George Frederic,” LBGA.
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For George Frederic, this hiring of foreigners constituted a shortcut
to improving the Shore and, in turn, emerging as the full Miskitu ruler he
sought to become, in asserting an effective sovereign right over his terri-
tory following a reshuffling of imperial cards that was expected to
happen on or near his envisioned kingdom. Gordon and his acolytes
were to bring the necessary skill, labor, and capital needed to concretize
George Frederic’s desire for political independence. Asmercenaries, they
had alreadymade several trips to London to enlist newBritish volunteers
(military labor) in the American Republican cause. Most importantly,
they had experience in raising transatlantic capital. MacGregor, for
example, had taken out large loans in London from merchant-bankers
for the acquisition of various military provisions and for the payment
of advances promised to volunteers.86 Redefining the sovereignty of
imperially contested territories was also one of their skills, as some of
the mercenaries had previously been involved in the constitution of
temporary sovereign states at the beginning of the Spanish American
wars of independence (e.g., Amelia and Galveston Islands).87 One
thing, however, was to be clear to all: theMiskitu king would cede no sov-
ereignty whatsoever to these new settlers. It did not take long for George
Frederic to impress upon these mercenaries the important commercial
potential of their new colony, with its abundance of precious woods.
Some of their subsequent writings abound with detailed descriptions
of the mahogany or cedar found on the Shore.88 Boggs, the old Irish mer-
chant living in Cape Gracias a Dios and a counselor of Miskitu kings,
must have also considered allowing British compatriots to participate
in the improvement of the Shore, thereby strengthening the commercial
power of his counselee, as beneficial to his own business. His signature
can be found, alongside that of George Frederic’s, at the bottom of the
concession granted to MacGregor.

George Frederic’s first British settlement was to become a prosper-
ous colony; indeed, it started off well. Hiring some of the nearby Carib
settlers, Gordon and the others established their colony on the banks
of Black River—near the point where the former English settlement,
evacuated in 1786, had been located. They rapidly cleared a considerable
area of land onwhich they planted significant quantities of corn. Proud of
the settlement whose creation he had commissioned, George Frederic

86Moises Enrique Rodríguez, Freedom’s Mercenaries: British Volunteers in the Wars of
Independence of Latin America, vol. 1, Northern South America (Lanham, MD, 2006),
105–6; Antonio Vittorino, Relaciones colombo-británicas de 1823 a 1825: Según los docu-
mentos del Foreign Office (Barranquilla, Colombia, 1990), 59–61.

87Head, Privateers of the Americas, 94–146.
88MacGregor to Rothschild, 20 Jun. 1821, Sundry Letters, M 1821, RAL XI/112/54, Roth-

schild Archive, London; Strangeways, Sketch, 65–71.
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showcased it as amodel to other foreignmerchants to encourage them to
invest in the improvement of the Shore. When theMiskitu king gave him
a tour of the Black River colony, Roberts was impressed with the quality
of the first crops harvested and the resources to be obtained from the
area.89

In January 1821, shortly after founding the Black River colony,
Gordon sailed to British Honduras, and later to Jamaica. In both
places, he sought to procure tools, capital, and future outlets from
which to sell the Black River colony products. Interestingly, it was
quite well understood within British Honduras that he had been hired
by and was acting on behalf of George Frederic, who had authorized
his new general “to act for us with Foreign Nations in any way or
manner he may judge of the greatest utility to our public service.”90 In a
letter sent to the Colonial Office, Superintendent Arthur of British Hondu-
ras notably reported thatGordon had “entered verymuch into the affairs of
the Mosquito King, under what Instructions he was acting [and] appoint-
ing him a General in his service.”91 This authority also enabled Gordon to
ask the Spanish forces in the region—after assuring them that he was no
longer under the orders of Aury—to politically tolerate the existence of
the settlement and to commercially engage with its improvement.92

Yet the magistrates of British Honduras began to worry after realiz-
ing that they had been ousted by British mercenaries like Gordon as the
sole interlocutors of George Frederic. In a letter sent to his superiors in
London, Superintendent Arthur raised concerns about the political
schemes of the Miskitu king, who was suddenly behaving more like a
political ruler than an intermediary. Unsure of the measures to take
respecting the “Mosquito King and Nation in general,” Arthur expressed
apprehension regarding George Frederic’s ambitions and feared that
offering him and his chieftains presents, as was customary, would this
time not be sufficient to put an end to the king’s plans to integrate
non-Belizeans into the trade of the Shore.93

MacGregor took a different approach, proclaiming that he wanted to
take the “most active measures for procuring [the Miskitu] religious and
moral instructors, the implements of husbandry, and persons to guide
and assist [them] in the cultivation of the valuable productions, for
which [his] soil and climate are so well adapted.”94 He sailed to London

89Roberts, Narratives, 154–64.
90George Frederic, “Proclamation”; Herman Hendriks, A Plain Narrative of Facts

(London, 1824), 22–23.
91 Arthur to Bathurst, 15 Jan. 1821, CO 123/30, TNA.
92Urrutia to Gordon, 18 Jul. 1820, CO 123/30, TNA.
93Arthur to Bathurst, 15 Jan. 1821.
94MacGregor, “Proclamation,” 13 Apr. 1821, GD112/74/897/2, National Records of Scot-

land, Edinburgh (hereafter, NRS).
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to recruit new settlers to work on the improvement of his territory. In the
absence of Gordon and MacGregor, Warren (the North American)
oversaw the colony, along with Murray and Hosmore. All that remained
was to accelerate George Frederic’s promising colonial project, with the
aid of the capital, supplies, and settlers promised by Gordon and, espe-
cially, MacGregor. However, after his departure from the Shore around
May 1820, there would be no more news from MacGregor.

Saving the Utopia

Three years after MacGregor’s departure, a ship finally appeared.
Having left England on November 22, 1822, the Honduras Packet
arrived off Black River in February 1823, after long stopovers in
St. Thomas and Kingston. MacGregor had kept his promise. Soon after
his initial departure, MacGregor managed to secure a 6 percent
foreign loan on the London money market for the “Service of the State
of Poyais” of an amount totaling £200,000.95 In most instances, Mac-
Gregor’s promotional materials were very clear on the matter: he had
been hired by George Frederic, to whom the entire Black River project
belonged, and funds were raised in the name of the Miskitu king.96 A
handful of London merchants invested in the project in the hope of
taking part in or benefiting from the development of the Shore. These
funds enabled MacGregor to recruit hundreds of English and Scottish
volunteers and charter four ships to take them to Black River (the
Honduras Packet, Kennersley Castle, Skeene, and Albion).97 Many of
the recruits were agricultural laborers and woodworkers, hired specifi-
cally to exploit the colony’s mahogany resources, as intended by
George Frederic.98

Aboard the first ship to set sail for Black River, theHonduras Packet,
was James Douglas, the settlement’s doctor. He noted that passengers
arriving at Black River were greeted by Warren (MacGregor and
Gordon had still not returned). Assisted by Caribs, they began unloading
the ship’s provisions. The conditions were relatively pleasant during

95 For a detailed study of this Poyais loan from the perspective of MacGregor, see Clavel,
“What’s in a Fraud?”

96MacGregor, “Proclamation”; “Poyais Loan,” Morning Chronicle, 14 Nov. 1822; John
Lowe, “A Letter to the Rt. Hon. George Canning, MP on the Policy of Recognising the Indepen-
dence of the South American States,” Pamphleteer 21, no. 42 (1823): 410.

97 Richardson, “To the Editor,” Public Ledger, 26 Jan. 1824; Hendriks, Plain Narrative of
Facts, 6.

98 For a list of passengers and their occupations, see “MacGregor’s Settlements,” 10 May
1823, CO 123/34, TNA. A letter written by a settler’s acquaintance indicates how he was
hired specifically to handle the logging of mahogany: Colson to MacDonald, 17 Apr. 1822,
GD47/635, NRS.
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these first weeks. In exchange for medical treatment by Douglas or gun-
powder, Caribs and Paya provided food and helped build the settlers’
huts. In the early days of March 1823, however, the aid provided by
the locals came to a halt. They were apparently dissatisfied with the
salary paid by the settlers, which was less than what Gordon had initially
promised (about £80/year). This help had been vital for the settlers, and
without it, their already precarious living conditions rapidly deterio-
rated. Hall, who oversaw the settlers, decided to lead an expedition to
the Miskitu capital to seek help directly from the king. The arrival of
another ship, the Kennersley Castle, three days after Hall’s departure,
along with a shortage of medical equipment, quickly made things
worse. An epidemic of “fever” (probably dysentery or malaria) broke
out, which affected all the settlers. The bleedings practiced by Douglas
could not contain the spread of the disease.99

Hall reached Cape Gracias a Dios in late March 1823. There, he
implored the Miskitu king to come to the rescue of the settlers. George
Frederic agreed on the condition that some changes would be made to
the initial agreement with MacGregor and Gordon. In fact, the king
was disappointed to find heavy weaponry (i.e., cannons and other
“arms and ammunitions of War”) in the cargo holds of the Honduras
Packet. He feared that these might be used against the Miskitu or his
authority. He was also concerned about the way the new settlers treated
the Caribs and Paya in Black River, stating in a letter to Murray that his
Indigenous subjects would be more than entitled to ruin the foreigners’
“property and probably [their] lives.”100 More importantly, George
Frederic was well aware of MacGregor’s financial operation in London.
He believed he had been deceived by his agent, who had, the king
claimed, taken out a foreign loan without his express authorization
and thus had “defrauded People.”101

On closer inspection, George Frederic’s anger may have derived less
from an actual deception undertaken byMacGregor than from a desire to
distance himself from a particularly bad financial and colonial operation.
Although his financial operations had been made in the name of the
Miskitu king, it is true thatMacGregor had claimed for himself (certainly
out of personal enthusiasm) the Spanish American authority title of
Cacique when promoting his loan in London. As indicated in some of
the Miskitu king’s correspondence, he saw this as a bold attempt on
MacGregor’s part to appropriate for himself a title that George Frederic
had most likely not given him—at least not explicitly in the grant of

99Hall, “Preface,” 30 Sep. 1823, 17, CO 123/34, TNA; James Douglas, Journals and Rem-
iniscences of James Douglas, M.D., ed. James (Junior) Douglas (New York, 1910), 85–120.

100George Frederic to Murray, 28 Mar. 1823.
101George Frederic to Codd, 1 Mar. 1824, CO 123/35, TNA.
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land.102 George Frederic’s accusations, alleging the existence of an
appropriation of sovereignty by MacGregor, seem to be political rhetoric
designed to discredit the actions of his political and financial agent. Proof
of this is that MacGregor’s loan had fueled rumors in London that not
only questioned the actual existence of a valid improvement project on
the Shore but also ridiculed the very idea that a Miskitu leader might
decide to utilize British agents and funds. An article criticizing this
loan published in John Murray’s Quarterly Review of October 1822,
for example, stated that the real sovereignty of the Shore legally
remained in the hands of Spain. Hence, George Frederic’s utopia had
no legitimacy. The article compared the supposed power of the Miskitu
king, crowned during what was described as a “foolish” ceremony, to
that of West African “King Toms and King Jacks.” Its author concluded
that “the ‘lands’ and the ‘loan’ . . . are non-entities, and the whole affair
merely, what is vulgarly called, a hoax.”103

In the samemonth, the London Courier published a short piece enti-
tled “More Loans!!!” Its anonymous author sarcastically rejoiced at the
arrival in London of agents, “each charged with authority to negotiate
a Loan . . . for the improvement and advantage of the Tribes of Indians
which inhabit the Coasts of the Mississippi.”104 Acting as the chief min-
isterial organ in the London press at the time, the Courier then certainly
made an indirect mockery of George Frederic’s venture, while extending
an alleged inability of the Miskitu king to obtain funds from the London
stock market to all American Indigenous peoples. Adding to this, the
Courier published another piece the next day, again mocking the ficti-
tious arrival in London of agents supposedly raising funds for American
Indigenous peoples.105

Delegitimized in London and potentially in the eyes of any other
merchant wishing to conduct Caribbean or Atlantic trade with him,
and with his Black River settlement brought down by disastrous sanitary
conditions, George Frederic decided to distance himself fromMacGregor
and Gordon. The Miskitu king requested that the settlers at Black River,
like Gordon and MacGregor before them, pledge allegiance to him. This
essentially clarified the full strength of his political authority within the
utopia to which these foreign laborers were henceforth to belong and
established the legal framework within which they had to conform.
George Frederic also sought to raise more funds locally. Although no

102George Frederic to Codd, 1 Mar. 1824.
103 “Sketch of the Mosquito Shore,” Quarterly Review, Oct. 1822, 160–61.
104 “More Loans!!!,” London Courier, 25 Oct. 1822. On the Courier, see H. R. Fox Bourne,

English Newspapers: Chapters in the History of Journalism, vol. 1 (London, 1887), 274–79,
288.

105 “New Loans!,” London Courier, 26 Oct. 1822.
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taxes would be collected for the first year, settlers would need to purchase,
within five years, the appropriated plots of land at the price of twenty-five
cents per acre paid “in money, goods, or service.”106 Moreover, George
Frederic began to realign himself with the mahogany merchants from
British Honduras, who were more than happy to reposition themselves
as the king’s preferred trade partners.107 Finally, George Frederic canceled
the grantmade toMacGregor. Thiswas done onMarch 28, 1823, in a proc-
lamation given to Hall for the Black River settlers.108

George Frederic’s proclamation would be sent to London, where it
would have important repercussions on the money market. The crossing
of the king’s decision was facilitated by Belizean loggers who, bymeans of
letters sent by their own agent of themaritime insurer Lloyd’s of London,
were more than happy to relate the torments of the Black River settle-
ment to the English press as a way to discredit any foreign endeavor
not of their own making.109 Indeed, in September 1823, the Times pub-
lished George Frederic’s statement announcing that MacGregor’s grant
had been canceled, “he not having fulfilled his contract with me agree-
able to his stipulations.”110 This publication had a significant impact
on the prices of Poyais bonds exchanged in London, which would then
lose most of their value. In a way, the intention underlying this publica-
tion seems clear. In addition to allowing George Frederic to pull away
from a situation that seemed beyond his control, it also made the
entire financial responsibility toward the bondholders fall toMacGregor,
who was eventually presented as the sole borrower of a failed colonial
project and a “fake” state.111

In Black River, the settlers refused to swear allegiance to George Fred-
eric. Exhausted, they preferred to leave the colony rather than submit to
the authority of a foreign power, especially a Miskitu one.112 As a result,
George Frederic authorized, during April and May 1823, magistrates
from British Honduras to take all the settlers to Belize. While some were
sent back to England, others were employed as laborers in mahogany
works in British Honduras.113 Gordon, visiting Jamaica to promote his
colony and prepare a claim for recognition by Guatemalan authorities,

106George Frederic to Murray, 28 Mar. 1823
107 Bennett to George Frederic, 26 Apr. 1823, CO 123/34, TNA.
108George Frederic to Murray, 28 Mar. 1823.
109 For previous letters sent by the agent of Lloyd’s for British Honduras recollecting the

problems that settlers hired by MacGregor encountered, see “Extract of a Letter Received at
Lloyd’s from Honduras,” Times, 9 Jun. 1823.

110 “Proclamation of the King,” Times, 1 Sep. 1823.
111 “The Poyais Eclogue,” Edinburgh Magazine, Oct. 1823.
112 “Memorial and Petition,” 28 Apr. 1823, CO 123/34, TNA.
113Hall to Codd, 7 May 1823, CO 123/34, TNA; Bennett and Westby to Codd, 13 May 1823,

CO 123/34, TNA; Belize State Records, Meeting of Magistrates, 16 Aug. 1823.
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became the helpless witness of the dismantling of his settlement. In
London, MacGregor struggled to raise the price of his bonds, plagued by
accusations of fraud following the cancellation of his land grant.114

George Frederic’s settlement was now empty, but he did not intend
for it to remain that way. Indeed, he persevered in his attempt to estab-
lish himself as the sole political leader of the Shore and as the head of a
major commercial improvement effort based on the founding of foreign
settlements. Preferably, this was to be carried out in close collaboration
with British merchants. However, George Frederic became more selec-
tive in his collaborations with foreign agents who showed interest in
his projects. In fact, as mentioned in a letter sent to the superintendent
of British Honduras following the evacuation of the settlers from Black
River, George Frederic would “not suffer any person whatsoever to
attempt to settle in my Territory without first obtaining My permission
in Writing.”115 In other words, British settlers and capital would still be
welcome on the Shore, but only with George Frederic’s own explicit
accord. He made this very clear in a letter sent to one Admiral Wright,
captain of the Albion, the last ship chartered by MacGregor, which
arrived at Black River long after the unfortunate events there. When
Wright asked the Miskitu king if he could still settle in his own name
at Black River with the settlers accompanying him, George Frederic
simply replied that, although “all British Subjects are welcome to settle
in this Country,” the fact that Wright was connected to MacGregor was
enough for him to deny the request.116

To further remedy the failure of his Black River project, George
Frederic considered better defining his political and economic role as
his utopia’s sovereign. He therefore sought to give a constitution to his
kingdom—a document that has not been found but is partially described
in one of George Frederic’s letters.117 In addition to providing for the res-
olution of future conflicts that might arise between Miskitu, Caribs, and
other foreigners, the document would provide George Frederic’s utopia
with an institutional framework sufficiently close to those of the new
Spanish American republics. Replicating the principle of the design of
fundamental laws established by neighboring contemporary utopian
American states-in-the-making would, he likely hoped, make his
improvement project more credible in the eyes of potential financiers,
settlers, merchants, or diplomatic representatives.118

114Hendriks, Plain Narrative of Facts, 22–23, 26.
115 George Frederic to Codd, 1 Mar. 1824.
116George Frederic to Wright, 1 Mar. 1824, CO 123/35, TNA.
117 George Frederic to Murray, 28 Mar. 1823.
118David Armitage, “The Contagion of Sovereignty: Declarations of Independence since

1776,” South African Historical Journal 52, no. 1 (2005): 12–13.
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George Frederic also wanted to affirm the independence and very
existence of his utopia more symbolically. In response to the rise of
Colombian claims on the Shore, George Frederic informed the British
authorities in Belize in March 1824 of his desire to give a visual identity
to his kingdom through a new flag: six horizontal stripes alternating blue
and white, and in the canton, a Union Jack (see Figure 2).119 Expressing a
desire to further strengthen a commercial alliance with British merchants
established in thearea, thekingwaswith thisflagclarifyinghis desirenever
to be confused with other Spanish American republics. According to
Roberts, George Frederic made clear his wish to always remain the ruler
of a soon-to-be independent country.120 The animosity toward Colombia
was reciprocal. Furious that George Frederic had hired former British

Figure 2. George Frederic’s Miskitu Flag. (Source: George Frederic to Codd, March 8, 1824,
CO 123/35, The National Archives, Kew.)

119George Frederic to Codd, 8 Mar. 1824, CO 123/35, TNA.
120Roberts, Narratives, 285.
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mercenaries, Francisco de Paula Santander decreed on July 5, 1824, a ban
on the organization and financing of colonial projects on the Shore.121

Conclusion

This article set out to reveal the Central American, Caribbean, and
Atlantic story of George Frederic’s life. It has done so by bringing
together and taking seriously into account a wide range of scattered
sources produced by or mentioning the Miskitu king. The result is a por-
trait different from that provided by historians studying the Shore and its
king, who is still too often accused of credulity by those who consider him
only as a minor actor in an episode of foreign borrowing in the London
foreign loan market. Not resulting from intoxication, George Frederic’s
policy of distributing grants of land to and hiring foreign mercenaries
constituted an active, deliberate, and well-informed strategy for political
reform and economic improvement of the Shore. Aimed at promoting
centralization of his power as king, it was based on the commercial
improvement and political independence of his subjects and territory,
which, given his education, he understood as having the potential
to play an important role in Caribbean and Atlantic trade. This was to
be undertaken by British agents hired specifically to mobilize the
foreign capital and labor needed to concretize George Frederic’s political
and commercial project. In other words, rather than being a minor or
even nonexistent figure in these moments of Atlantic political and com-
mercial transformation, George Frederic was the mastermind of a story
of American Indigenous state-making, provided it is told from his
perspective.

However, as this article has shown, George Frederic’s first attempt at
setting up a singular Miskitu economic and political utopia would fail
and, in doing so, raise significant concerns. First, it became clear that
foreign settlers working in Black River needed to be instructed to
respect Miskitu and other non-European peoples. Indeed, as mentioned
at the beginning of this article, a utopia could only be one if it resulted in
“the greatest happiness for the greatest number” of the territory’s popu-
lation. Yet disdain for the Caribs and the Paya proved to be a significant
factor in the rapid deterioration of the settlers’ on-site living conditions.
Second, it proved necessary to supervise agents hired to promote the
financial, political, and commercial aspects of the project from the Carib-
bean to the very heart of the City of London. MacGregor’s enthusiasm for
raising capital for the expansion of the Black River colony eventually
forced George Frederic to intervene directly on the Shore, and indirectly

121 Foreign Office, British and Foreign State Papers 1823–1824, vol. 11 (London, 1843), 816.
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in the English capital market by way of the press, to repudiate a poorly
performing foreign loan. Finally, there were issues in London related
to the perceived legitimacy of a Miskitu actor with utopian aspirations
like those of South American revolutionaries. English critics of George
Frederic’s project argued that it was inconceivable that a Miskitu ruler
could, of his own accord, consider using foreign funds and labor to
implement political and economic reform in his kingdom.

Although he ultimately considered ways to better consolidate the
institutional characteristics and recruitment processes related to the
development of his project, George Frederic would never see his
dream of utopia come true: his lifeless body would be found on a
beach just days after the presentation of his flag. The reasons for
George Frederic’s death remained shady for some time. An investigation
conducted by William Boggs (George Frederic’s counselor) and other
foreign merchants established at Cape Gracias a Dios would quickly con-
clude that the king had “drowned [himself] during a state of Intoxica-
tion.”122 However, a historical inquiry (conducted by Karen Sorsby in
2001) notes that one Peter Lelacheur, a merchant and former privateer-
ing captain from Guernsey, had actually orchestrated George Frederic’s
assassination, on grounds that the Miskitu king, having learned his
lesson from the failed collaboration with Gordon and MacGregor, had
refused to allocate Lelacheur an important grant of land.123 George Fred-
eric’s brother, Robert Charles Frederic, succeeded him, at first initiating
a more conciliatory policy toward British Honduras. He was crowned at
Belize in April 1824 during a ceremony for which the magistrates of
British Honduras spent £1,000 (Jamaican currency) on entertainment
and presents, “to maintain the great attachment of the Mosquito
nation to the English.”124 However, the resumption of his role as a cul-
tural intermediary would not last: like his brother, Robert Charles Fred-
eric would soon try to establish himself as a real head of state, notably by
levying taxes and forbidding the enslavement of any more Indigenous
peoples. By 1830, he would also commission a French private

122 “Inquest,” 10 Mar. 1824, CO 123/35, TNA.
123One of the few historians carefully and seriously reconstructing George Frederic’s biog-

raphy (yet somehow disconnecting it from wider Atlantic dynamics), Karen Sorsby manages,
based on often unpublished archival material, to understand how Lelacheur “engineered” the
king’s assassination. Among other things, he ensured (probably with bribes) that “the truth
behind George’s death was withheld by the coroner, jury and witnesses alike.” Betsy Young,
one of George Frederic’s wives and witness in the investigation of his assassination, would
later confess shortly before her death the guilt of Lelacheur. Sorsby, “Mosquito Indian King
George III and the Scot Cacique Sir Gregor MacGregor, 1800–1825: The Kingdom of
Poyais,” in Regards sur l’histoire de la Caraïbe: Des Guyanes aux Grandes Antilles, ed.
Serge Mam-Lam-Fouck et al. (French Guiana, 2001), 400–1.

124 Burdon, Archives of British Honduras, 280.
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company to improve the Atlantic trade connections of the Shore and
urbanize the seat of the Miskitu kingdom, Cape Gracias a Dios.125

Shedding light on what constitutes a historiographical “blind spot,”
this article has also (re)integrated this Miskitu king’s story into the
dynamic Central American, Caribbean, and Atlantic contexts of the
first decades of the nineteenth century. Based on a particular and singu-
lar case study, this article has illustrated how one American Indigenous
polity took an active part in early nineteenth-century processes of state
formation. Although generally denied any form of agency beyond that
of the Central American continent by the relevant historiography,
George Frederic’s interactions and encounters, whether in person or
by proxy of his agents, with political, commercial, and financial dynamics
were quite characteristic of the transformations taking place in Central
America and the Caribbean, as well as over the Atlantic. Despite his
never setting foot in England, the case of George Frederic reveals that
British American and Atlantic commercial and, consequently, financial
dynamics of the early nineteenth century could nonetheless be influ-
enced by American Indigenous political and economic struggles and
aspirations. The king’s utopian ambitions resonated well beyond the
Shore, having an impact in broader Central America as well as in the
London money market itself. His actions were a source of commercial
projects run by British merchants and mercenaries in Central America,
beneficial to Caribbean and Atlantic trade. The Miskitu king’s efforts
would also originate a foreign loan floated on the London money
market and be the indirect cause of its poor performance. Finally,
George Frederic’s strategy resulted in the emergence in London of pro-
cesses of cultural delegitimization targeted against attempts to raise
funds for this Miskitu project, which was described as whimsical.

Yet, in light of the effects of George Frederic’s utopian aspirations
not only on the Shore but across the Atlantic, this study of his life
shows how American Indigenous peoples had an important and inde-
pendent role to play in the financial and political entanglements of
early nineteenth-century Atlantic dynamics of state-making. More
importantly, it illuminates how the Miskitu constituted, during George
Frederic’s reign, a full-fledged state actor, equivalent to, if not in compe-
tition with, other utopian projects emerging from the collapse of the
Spanish American empire. In the end, by considering the possibility of
conceiving new utopias only for the descendants of settlers of the
Spanish Ultramaria, Bentham may well have marked out the historical
study of these financial and political transformations, thus confiscating

125On Robert Charles Frederic, see Olien, “Miskito Kings,” 221–24; Fleury, Rapport du
voyage du capitaine Fleury en Neustrie (Paris, 1830).
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multiple actors, including American Indigenous polities, from being fully
acknowledged as actively and knowingly taking ownership of legitimate
political and economic places in this Atlantic age of revolution.

. . .
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